
Tir Righ Tournament of Tournaments (TRToT) Rules

1. The TRToT circuit consists of all tournaments held at events within the Principality of Tir Righ 
which meet the following conditions:

i. event must be on the Principality calendar and have copy published in the Northern 
Sentinel; and

ii. there must be a minimum of six (6) entrants in the lists.

2. The circuit runs over the course of a full year starting at February Investiture. Winners will be 
announced at the following February Investiture.

3. Points will be awarded on the following scale:

i. 4pts = 1st Place

ii. 3pts = 2nd Place

iii. 2pts = 3rd Place or Semi-finalst(s) in double/single elimination tournaments

iv. 1pt = All other entrants, any participants who marshal instead of fighting, and all 
participants who fight in both halves of a cadet tournament regardless of number of 
wins.

4. All fighters will report their own results to the TRToT organizers. The organizers of the TRToT 
are not responsible for keeping track of all qualifying tournament results.

5. At the end of the circuit winners will be announced for the following classes:

i. White Scarfs;

ii. Cadets;

iii. Unscarfed; and

iv. Yearlings (fighters authorized for less than one year).

6. Fighters' scores will be compared against scores in the same class to determine the winner of 
each class. Fighters with scores that are sufficient to win in a higher class will be declared the 
winner of the higher class. The next highest placing fighter will be declared the winner of the 
lower class. For example, an unscarfed fighter ends the circuit with a higher score than any of 
the cadets. That unscarfed fighter will be declared the winner of the Cadet class with the next 
highest scoring unscarfed fighter declared the winner of the Unscarfed class.


